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Anonymously report drugs

WeTip is committed to providing the most effective and anonymous citizen crime reporting hotline system in the country. WeTip promises and ensures absolute anonymity, not just secrecy. WeTip provides intelligence and information to local, state, federal, and international law enforcement agencies relating to criminal activity obtained from online and telephone crime reporting
hotlines. WeTip has more than 1,000 members across the country. WeTip provides its crime fighting services to city, county, corporate, and school members. Since 1972 WeTip has been in contact with local authorities with respect to all of these members to help when a tip is received. Because people... People... Students, Employees, Citizens... Everyone needs a way to provide
information safely about something they know... Crimes, suspicions, incidents, threats... Something they suspect... Something That Scares Them... Without Fear Someone Will Retaliate Against Them For Saying. It's Simple, Safe, Totally And Completely Anonymous.Wells Fargo Foundation And WeTip Join Forces To Fight Crime.Show Your Support Against WeTip With a
Customized Coffee Cup Or Mouse Pad Or Even a T shirt. Show People that You Are Part of the Solution, Not the Problem. This particular product is available to you at a reasonable price. Learn More About Membership Benefits. For more than 40 years, WeTip has provided a secure anonymous hotline to schools across the country. In 2009 WeTip added the BULLY hotline, in
2011 we added a mobile tip form, making it easier for students of all ages to report crimes, especially bullying, in their schools.also help stop graffiti and other vandalism. Contact WeTip 24 hours a day, 365 days a year to report welfare fraud, Cal's new scams and Cal's new trades anonymously! No one will ever know who made the call. Use the links below to report what appears
to you as possible violations of controlled substance laws and regulations. Violations include unlawful purchase of prescription drugs over the Internet, illegal sales of prescription drugs, distribution of illicit drugs or extortion scams. Online Extortion Scams Reporting criminals posing as DEA Special Agents who attempt to extort money Distribution or Illicit Drug Trafficking Report on
the sale/distribution of illegal drugs other than prescription drugs (i.e., heroin, cocaine, etc..) Report Suspicious Online Pharmacies Report Suspected Unlawful Sale of Pharmaceutical Drugs on the Internet RX Abuse Reporting Online Reports of the sale/ distribution of illegal prescription drugs (i.e., oxycodone, hydrocodone, etc.); doctors and pharmacies Synthetic Drug Online
Reporting Reporting Incidents with Drugs (i.e., Green Giant, Joker, N-Bomb, Flakka, etc.) Saturday 30, Dec 2017 at 7:47 pm Drug dealers sell products that can kill their customers. They ruin lives, families, and communities. They operate on the basis of intimidation, elimination of competition, reputation, and profit motives. Sum of The Amount dealers can make a surprise. The
way they continue to operate and sell their poison that kills individuals and communities is that good people do nothing. If you realize someone is selling drugs in your area, consider doing what you can to stop them by bringing them to the attention of law enforcement. Don't just ignore it, and pretend you didn't see it, or hope it will disappear. Types of Drug Dealers There are
different types of drug dealers, based on how many products (drugs) they move, and their motives. The description below is a general category, which not all individuals fit neatly. Traders are addicts who sell small amounts of drugs to other users to fund and support their own habits. They can also trade one drug for another. They make a few dollars here and there, but dealing
with drugs is not their main source of income. They will also work and collect various forms of public assistance to generate revenue. Street dealers. When most people think of drug dealers, this is the kind they have in mind. They sell drugs to users. They can make hundreds or thousands of dollars in a few hours, depending on their location, reputation, product quality and
customer base. They tend to be armed, and can quickly use force if they feel threatened or challenged. Most have extensive criminal history. The main or only source of income is the sale of drugs. Suppliers or Kingpins buy very large quantities of drugs, cut drugs with inert ingredients to maximize weight and volume, which maximize profits, and sell to street dealers. They can
make tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of dollars - a month. They tend to work as part of a criminal organization, and chewy drugs are the main or only source of income. They will almost certainly be armed, and have an armed layer of security. Baron supplies suppliers. They produce drugs, process raw materials into drugs, grow large volumes of marijuana, cocoa
leaves, or poppies, and can produce millions or tens or hundreds of millions a year. They are highly professional surrounded by layers of security, including bribed officials, and may operate outside the continental United States. They are considered untouchable. Bringing down the barons was a huge under end, involving years of investigation and planning, and infiltration by
undercover law enforcement, and establishing a CI (Confidential Informant). It typically involves a multi-jurisdictional task force of federal and international law enforcement agencies and investments of a lot of money, time and very high risk. Ordinary civilians are unlikely to have contact with them, or would seem to be a legitimate businessman. They are best given a wide berth.
Also: Intermediaries or brokers place dealers, and suppliers and users relate to each other. Couriers or Mules transport drugs, often across state or international borders. Amateurs, aka One-time Civilians aka generally legal laws responsible members of their community. They decided they would move large amounts of the drug only once, making considerable profits, to pay off
the mortgage, buy a new car, arrange a pension, or any other large business, and go to a deal with no intention of repeating it. They may keep this promise, or very similar to the idea of making large amounts of cash for a single transaction, without the obligation to pay taxes. They might do it one more time over the years. They often don't have a criminal mindset, and can make
big mistakes. They put their families at risk, and are not trusted by professional criminals because they will quickly accept the deal and change the CI. Although they will also be in grave danger by doing so due to their amateur status. They are not trusted due to a lack of criminal pedigree and can be subject to intense scrutiny. These reasons are also why professional dealers
work with them; they are often beyond the suspicion of law enforcement, and have access to contacts and funds to move drugs without attracting attention. Law Enforcement Strategies To Catch Drug Dealers Law enforcement strategy is a erring. Law enforcement has little interest in street level dealers, and is hardly interested in Merchants. They want suppliers. By catching
suppliers, local drug supplies will dry up when dealers sell all the products they hold, and have no source to replenish their supply, in this way; drug trafficking in certain geographic areas can be paralyzed. Unfortunately, this is an ongoing activity. New suppliers will soon move to market voids created by supplier arrests, and start moving their drugs to street-level dealers. A new
investigation will begin, and the process will begin again. For the purposes of exiting, we will define drug dealers as suppliers. What to look for Someone who roams the public area, with a few people approaching them for just a few minutes or less. They'll take something off the ground, drop something, exchange a handshake or a high five as drugs and cash are legalized. Many
people come and go from residences or buildings, but only stay for a few minutes. Someone drives a very expensive car, wears designer label clothes and jewelry, flashes wads of cash, but they stay in trailers or cheap apartments or get out of hotels. Unreasonable reason to bring a lot of cash I win big on the race track Conclusion drug dealers can be very serious and very
dangerous individuals. You should consider the risks involved by making reports that may or may not remain anonymous. But the benefits of putting dealers out of commission accountability, public safety and saving the lives of addicts. Drug abuse of any kind can wreak havoc on individuals and family members. Determining whether to report drug abuse or whether to help
addicted individuals in seeking drug rehabilitation services can be difficult to make. Law enforcement agencies primarily focus on drug sellers or pharmacies operating in the sale of illegal prescription drugs. If you know of a pharmacy or individual who sells drugs, report it to your local police or to the DEA. Educate yourself for the signs and symptoms of drug abuse. If you suspect
someone is abusing drugs, pay attention to common signs, such as eye bloodshed, unexplained changes in sleep or productivity, abnormal hyperactivity, lack of motivation, and frequent financial difficulties. Research drug treatment options. If you're worried about a family member or friend, your best option might be to talk directly to him or her about the help available. Talk to the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration or contact your local Narcotics Anonymous group. These groups can talk to you about your concerns and refer you to available treatments. Contact the DEA Prescription Drug Abuse Hotline if you suspect a pharmacy or doctor is over-prescribing or selling illegal prescription drugs. You can create a report to the hotline
anonymously. Call your local police if you suspect someone is selling drugs. You must provide information about what you have seen, the location of the sale, and any information you have about whether the individual has a weapon. You can request that your report be anonymous, although you may be asked to serve as a witness if an arrest is made. Report individuals with
substance abuse problems to the police. Possession of illegal drugs is a crime. However, police may or may not arrest the individual. Usually they will need additional evidence, such as finding paraphernalia in someone, to pursue a case. In most cases, if a loved one is abusing drugs, your best option is to talk to him or her about the problem and offer as much help as you can
provide. Give.
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